
How to interact with the CLDP Listserv 
What is a Listerv? 
A Listserv is a way to share and archive emails within a community of interest.  The CLDP Listserv will 
include news about the Cyber Leader Development Program, but you may also share articles and 
thoughts regarding professional development and cyber-related news.  Please stay within the 
boundaries of these topics or your subscription may be considered for cancellation. 

Signup 
Send an email from your .edu account to LISTSERV@53LIST.ARMY.MIL.  No Subject line is necessary.  In 
the body of the email body type “SUBscribe CLDPLIST” as depicted below: 

 

You will receive an email from the Listserv stating that “Your command: SUBSCRIBE CLDPLIST Firstname 
Lastname” has been received.  You can simply reply to this email with the letters “OK” in the email body 
as depicted below.  This will forward your signup request to a list moderator. 
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Set Preferences with Listserv Commands 
Sending the “HELP” command to LISTSERV@53LIST.ARMYMIL will return a list of the most commonly 
used commands.  Alternately sending the “INFO REFCARD” will return a list of all the available 
commands. 

The SET Command provides a number of options in which you can dictate how you receive CLDP Listserv 
emails.  For instance “SET CLDPLIST DIGests” will set your preference to only receive a period digest of 
CLDPLIST emails.  See the table below for some useful SET Commands.  You can also request an INFO 
REFCARD for more options on the SET command and other preferences. 

SET CLDPLIST DIGests Request CLDPLIST digests instead of receiving messages when posted 
SET CLDPLIST INDex Request message indexes rather than receiving messages when post 
SET CLDPLIST NODIGests Turns off the CLDPLIST digest option 
SET CLDPLIST NOINDex Turns off the message index option 
SET CLDPLIST HTML Sets preference to prefer HTML email, especially HTML indexes 
SET CLDPLIST NOHTML Turns off preference to prefer HTML email 
SET CLDPLIST MIME Sets preference to receive messages in MIME format 
SET CLDPLIST NOMIME Turns off preference for MIME format 
SET CLDPLIST REPro Sets preference to receive copies of your own postings 
SET CLDPLIST NOREPro Turns off preference to receive copies of your own postings 

 

Removal 
Users can leave the CLDP list upon graduation or for other reason by sending the “SIGNOFF CLDPLIST” 
command to LISTSERV@53LIST.ARMYMIL. 
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